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Pressure propagation

• Large-scale storage expected to result in 
widespread pressure increases

• Especially true in saline aquifer formations 
such as the Bunter Sandstone

• Target of several industry-led projects 
(Teesside and Humber clusters)

• 3 storage licences

• Reservoir properties remain uncertain at 
the regional scale
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Reservoir simulation and geomechanics

• Predicted industry CO2 capture profiles

• 600 Mt of CO2 injected, distributed between 3 sites

• CO2 forms stable plumes, however pressure increase is widespread

• Seabed outcrop alleviates some pressure

CO2 saturation at cessation of injection Differential pressure distribution
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Regional geomechanics

• Limited geomechanical impact with minor elastic strains

• Some local tensile failure near-well due to significant cooling

• Halite caprock remains stable

Cross-section showing vertical strain © UKRI All rights reserved



Regional geomechanics

• Maximum uplift of the overlying seabed is about 0.12 metres 

• Uplift is extensive and related to underlying structure as well as location of 
injection sites

Plan view of seabed upliftCross-section showing vertical displacement
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Reservoir properties – a key uncertainty

• Current model assumes simplified distribution of porosity and permeability

• Seismically-resolved polarity phase reversal polygon used to delineate 
between higher and lower quality sandstone

Seismic phase reversal polygon -
Seismic data courtesy of Schlumberger

Core plug statistics Model parameter distribution
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Reservoir properties – some works in 
progress

• What are the controls on reservoir quality and distribution?

• Internal stratigraphic architecture of the Bunter Sandstone

• Depositional facies

• Diagenetic history

• What are the flow implications?

• Do the current model assumptions capture the bulk reservoir 
behaviour? Is the model fit for purpose?
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Stratigraphic architecture

• Correlating stratigraphic nomenclature 
from the Netherlands and North 
Germany (after Geluk et al. 1997)

• The UK Bunter Sandstone is highly 
sand-prone, hence the subdivisions are 
difficult to distinguish

• Much of the upper Bunter is eroded 
beneath the Hardegsen Disconformity

• Upper sandstone units are present to 
the south only

• The Volpriehausen Clay-Siltstone and 
Lower Volpriehausen Sandstone are 
predominant in the study area
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Sedimentological study

• Detailed description of ~850 m of core from 15 wells logged at 1:20 scale

• Bunter Sandstone interpreted as a terminal fan setting
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Petrographic study

• Analysis of 81 samples from 12 wells aiming to understand the depositional 
and diagenetic history

• Attempt to relate observations to controls on porosity
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Petrographic highlights
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During deposition 
spheroidal carbonate 

nodules grew in situ (in 
laminations) and 

expanded the grain 
fabric 

Early anhydrite and 
halite preserved un-

compacted grain 
frameworks. Creates 
compaction variation  

Halite and anhydrite 
cement often 

preferentially in 
coarser sandstones 

(not always) 

Multi-episode 
cement formation, 

dissolution and 
replacement

‘Reservoir quality 
inversion’: Poroperm

can be reduced relative 
to expected porosity

mm-scale barriers 
to vertical flow 

where preserved

Patchy barriers to 
flow. Good porosity 

where dissolution has 
occurred

Difficult to predict 
current poroperm: 

unrelated to current or 
max burial depth

Observations

Impacts



What about subsurface test sites?

• Initial concepts for subsurface lab developed by UKCCSRC alongside the UK 
Geoenergy Observatories project

• CCS concept comprised a single 800–900 m well with injection (push-pull) 
experiment in Permian sandstones, Cheshire

• Designs reviewed and costed, however the CCS component was not taken forward to 
planning stage

• Subsequently, a new concept was developed by BGS researchers for a 
research facility on the East Coast to support implementation of storage in 
the Southern North Sea

• Formed the basis for an initial capital funding application to NERC
• Resulted in development of a science case for development of a new dedicated 

research facility to assess challenges in long-term CO2 storage (COSLab)



COSLab stakeholder consultation

• During stakeholder discussion the commercial and academic 
communities raised similar challenges

• Industry tended to focus on assessing operational questions and the 
testing and verification of novel tools, methods, practices and cost-
effective MMV systems

• Operational considerations included the consequences of variable 
supply rates, stream compositions and periods of intermittent 
injection on flow assurance, injectivity and storage efficiency

• Commercial stakeholders were keen for the facility to address 
challenges they would never knowingly undertake e.g. pushing 
systems and infrastructure to breaking point



COSLab science challenges
Science challenge: science case of outstanding CO2 storage research questions

How can we improve the efficiency of storage and confidence in the containment of injected CO2 using different 

injection strategies?

Which trapping mechanisms contain the injected CO2 in the subsurface and how much is trapped by each 

mechanism, to verify modelled predictions of volumes stored? 

How can we increase confidence in the scale-up of research results on the storage formation, from 

microscope-scale observation and analysis to site-scale application?

How do we make monitoring, conformance technologies, leakage detection and development of equipment and 

services more cost-effective?

How can we minimise the environmental impacts of CO2 storage on the living and physical environment?

How can we better engineer and monitor the well and the near-well zone?

How can the footprint of CO2 storage site monitoring be minimised to reduce conflicts of use of the seabed?

How can we increase the certainty of operation and containment at CO2 injection wells?

How can we Increase understanding of leakage and overburden processes?

How can we understand social attitudes to local hosting of major net zero infrastructure as well as engage 

citizen science opportunities beyond CO2 storage?



Any questions?


